This week:
In this week’s issue we review the high time frame breakouts in Bitcoin and
Ethereum.
For altcoins, our focus is on a likely outlier, Solana.
The newsletter concludes with a review of the futures market.

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,
Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.
The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every
week.
Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.
We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however,
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis.
Every week.
We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.
Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!
We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.
If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.

1. Bitcoin Taps All-Time High, Closes
Above $60000

https://www.tradingview.com/x/0eAStK2o/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/JQcZJdP8/

Bitcoin/Dollar closed above all meaningful resistance structures and made a new alltime high before pulling back slightly.
At the risk of stating the obvious, it makes sense to be a bull when a market is around
all-time high prices.
Price closed above the weekly range high at $58000. That entire area (multi-time
frame range between $56000 and $58000) is now expected to act as support.
While the market simply moving higher is an entirely reasonable scenario given the
proximity to all-time highs, we must at least have a plan to deal with a failed
breakout.
First, if the market offers a shallow pullback, the first high time frame area of
support is the aforementioned $56000-$58000 range. This would have to hold on a
weekly close basis for the breakout-into-retest structure to play out smoothly.
Second, if the shallow pullback isn’t enough and the market loses support at
$56000-$58000, it would be rough in the short-term but potentially constructive in
the medium-term. In that case, one could wait for a reclaim of $56000-$58000 for a
high probability continuation setup towards new highs, or bet on bullish weekly
market structure remaining intact via a higher low around the $50000 handle.
In any case, if the breakout doesn’t stick, it would not be a death sentence.
To summarise, the market looks strong because it closed above everything relevant.
If that’s not enough to moon it, there are shallow and deep retracement scenarios
that are worth considering. At the very least, don’t force yourself into a position
where you’re powerless or at risk of great losses if the market doesn’t teleport
upwards immediately.

2. Ethereum Triple Top Taken

https://www.tradingview.com/x/rKGYkvXD/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/5J5N9RYv/

Ethereum/Dollar closed above its weekly range high at $4000.
Similar to Bitcoin/Dollar, it makes sense to be bullish when the market is breaking
out of ranges at its all-time high.
Price closed above $4000 on a weekly basis and has found daily support there as well.
As long as that breakout-into-retest sticks, green candles are likely.
As always, there is no guarantee of teleportation. The market moving straight up is
fine and probable, but it would be remiss of us not to consider the implications of a
failed breakout. Being prepared doesn’t cost anything.
Put simply, if the market pulls back, multi-time frame support in the low-mid
$3000s must hold. If it doesn’t, that would mean losing round number support and
would result in a weekly lower low, signifying a bearish shift in market structure.
Wicks are fine, but that area must hold on a closing basis.
To summarise, the $4000 breakout is technically significant. If it doesn’t stick, then
the next area to do business is around $3000. Losing the pullback support post
breakout would be bearish.

3. Solana Breakout from MultiWeek Range

https://www.tradingview.com/x/DQMShOxz/

Solana goes up a lot. When it’s not going up a lot, it moves sideways. But then it goes
up a lot again when the sideways ends.
On the USD pair, the market looks to be shifting from a sideways period to an up
period.
This is evidenced by a weekly close through its 2-month range high at $174.
We’re still not sold on altcoins generally (outside of outliers) given the majors are at
massive inflection points, but if there are going to be outliers that are to some extent
immune or at least outperform during choppier periods, Solana is a prime candidate.
If this breakout sticks, that would mark a new all-time high and continued price
exploration. Your target guesses are as good as ours, but pulling out the round
numbers tends to be a decent guide i.e. $200.
Any weekly closes back below the breakout level at $174 would morph the chart into
a failed breakout and invalidate the bullish idea until it is reclaimed.
To summarise, Solana/Dollar breakout good. Unless it loses the breakout, in which
case, not good.

4. Overview of Crypto Futures

https://ibb.co/ykj02QD

https://ibb.co/jJ33k4q

We wanted to provide a brief overview of the futures market and some of the metrics
we are tracking.
As a reminder, if you’re unfamiliar, read Cred’s primer on perpetual swaps here.
First, overall market structure. Open interest is at all-time highs. Price is slightly
diverging i.e. hasn’t made new all-time highs yet. This isn’t too worrisome yet, but
ideally this isn’t a divergence that sticks. Price making a lower high while open
interest makes a higher high suggests that more leverage is being used for a weaker
move in price, which isn’t great.
Second, there has been a notable absence of liquidations in Bitcoin/Dollar. The
‘aggregated liquidations’ bar (first chart) being flat makes that very clear. The good
news is that this suggests the move up wasn’t heavily liquidation-driven, and
therefore less likely to mean revert to a large degree. The less good news is that
crypto periodically ‘flushes’ large chunks of open interest before continuing higher,
and that hasn’t happened yet. The probability of a flush to the downside is high.
Where it occurs is less clear. It could form as a product of extreme froth at
$70000-$80000. It could also form as a result of unrewarded aggression by longs
without a corresponding all-time high. In any case, it’s ‘overdue’ and will likely
provide for a compelling, high probability mean reversion trade at the very least,
regardless of the price itself.
Third, altcoin longs are getting expensive. High funding isn’t necessarily a problem.
It can simply be a reflection of a bullish market where everyone wants to be long. As
long as price moves favourably, the PnL gains offset the cost of holding the position.
Problems arise when funding is high but the market isn’t mooning (or worse, is
moving lower). Even sideways sucks. The cost of keeping longs open eats into one’s
collateral and those stressed positions are more likely to close or even get liquidated,
which can create a knock-on or cascading effect.
To summarise, there’s a fair bit of leverage in the system. As long as longs keep
printing, it’s tolerable. If the majors pull back or altcoins don’t moon, an unwind is
likely. As we saw at $52000, frothy alts can inhibit a strong-looking Bitcoin. In any
case, the lack of liquidations won’t stick around forever. If there’s a flush, it may
provide one of the best opportunities to punt.

